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ou may notice things are a bit different here this month.
Well, that’s because they are. In the spirit of giving the Toike
staff a break from the sorrows of writing, and also in the spirit
of me being a lazy shit, the content here is a collection of all the
best content from throughout the past decade. I’ve gathered all
of our dear ex-Editors-in-Chief to collaborate on a special Editor’s issue of the Toike Oike this month. Below, you can read
about the lives of our old Editors-in-Chief. Enjoy!
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John Sweeney
Editor-in-Chief 1T3-1T4

t’s somewhat of a tradition for the Toike
Oike Editor-in-Chief to constantly be coming up with crafty ways of getting other people
to do work for them. Our current master of
the masthead, a rather clever fellow, has managed to surpass the sweet talking, beer bribing
and handjob giving tactics of Editors previous
by inviting ten of us back to write his December issue for him. “No, John! You know I’m

a recovering Toikeaholic! I haven’t touched an
InDesign file in months! I can’t go back to my
old ways,” I cried. But alas, the terrible “editurge” was too strong. Now, in celebration of my
Toike relapse, some of my favourites from last
year can be found gracing page 3. Enjoy, and
please remember to Toike irresponsibly.

O

h hi there. Fuck me, it’s been a while
since I’ve written an editorial hasn’t
it? Well welcome I guess, or welcome back
I should say. You lucky sons of bitches are
getting some premium content this month,
the best of the last 10-ish years. Puts a lot
of pressure on us editors, though, doesn’t
it? I mean, if some random Toike issue
sucks sure that’s fine it’s just a one-off is-

t feels like a goddamn eon since I had to
write for the Toike. I can honestly say I
miss it. It might not look it, but this silly
paper born out of drunken ideas scrawled
on bar napkins, typeset in the small hours
of the night, and snatched up eagerly by
students (SNATCHED UP I SAY) is a cornerstone of U of T’s heritage. Cherish it.
Contribute to it if you can. Get excited that

I

the Toike sword was a REAL SWORD in this
issue. How fucking awesome is that? Maybe
soon the “Toikeman” will also be a real soft,
big newspaper man. But until then, you can
get the same monthly dose of chuckles in
the not-a-living-newspaper Toike.

I

t’s been a while since my days at the Toike.
Are memes still a thing?
What about graph “jokes”?
I really hope they aren’t, I
always considered them
low hanging fruit, in the
Figure 1.
comedic sense. I, however,

preferred to take the high road and keep the
Toike sophisticated and witty as shown in Figure 1. This sophistication and tone was a hallmark as my time as Editor, so dust off your
monocles and enjoy some of my favourites.
Bryan Thompson
Editor-in-Chief 0T9-1T0

i-dee-ho, Skuligans. The 2008-2009
Toike Oike was a place for free expression - expression of our love for the filthiest
content fit to print. Bespoke dildos, anal prolapses, and Santa’s “Sack” took centre stage
when the Night Crew sat down to pull entire
issues from our asses in 12 hours (typically
beginning at Suds and ending at Fran’s for

H

sleeping in pancakes). Sexy cover-girls gave our
paper some notoriety around campus, and we
took advantage of the attention to slander the
Gargoyle (seriously, fuck those guys), sell ToikeWear, and make decent folk cringe. So Happy
Holidays, bitches.

pparently it is time for the Toike to
celebrate the anniversary of it’s congealment out of some stains on a strip club
floor. I tease because I love. The time I spent
at the Toike is utterly irreplaceable, even
if I tried. The late nights, the cheap pizza,
the even cheaper Suds booze, the drunken
Karaoke after the cheap pizza and booze...

A

what more could a girl have asked for in her
formative years? I’ve never laughed so hard
in my life. It’s why I will always love a good
dick joke. Never stop the dick jokes, Toike,
they’re what keep us young.

B

ack in my day, if the Toike was low on
content, we just dropped the page count
until we had better stuff! It seems like you
young whipper-snappers have no shame
farming the issue out to alumni... I can’t say
I blame you. In fact, even though this is a
perfect example of why your generation and,
consequently, most companies are doomed,
I know for a fact every editor participating

wishes they thought of it first!
Anyways, it turns out all of our material is
hilarious, but most of it was pretty specific to
being in Skule at the time. Of course, I could
only pick from the little content that would
make sense to modern readers like you. Enjoy
the window into 2006-2007.
Christian Chicorli
Editor-in-Chief 0T6-0T7

O

h, Toike. How I loved the Toike.
Things sure have changed since I
was editor. I’ve changed. I’ve gained like
8 pounds since then. Say no to United
Way bake sales, kids. Skule ™ was a different place too. Mechs and Chems couldn’t
make eye contact with each other without
a Civ to supervise. Indys couldn’t go out at

night during a full moon. And ECEs had to
use a separate washroom on account of the
smell. But one thing that never changed was
the Toike. Seriously. Because I kept reusing
jokes. Being funny is hard…

I

We print solid black pages in business reports,
And fill our offices with big pillow forts,
And slack off until everyone ends up in court!
This issue has some of the best work we’ve done,
From editors who are definitely second to none.
Thanks for reading!

sure miss the Toike, and all the great writers.
Our staff was filled with both lovers and fighters,
Who crafted their jokes to be tighter and tighter,
So you’d laugh while pulling those pesky allnighters.
And now that we’re old, we still don’t do as we’re
told!
We don’t go into work and put humour on hold!
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special thanks to
All of the past Editors-in-Chief for being able to come back to help out
this month. Except for Evan. Seriously, fuck that guy.

COLOPHON
The Toike Oike is summoned each month by means of ritual sacrifice.
Following the ceremony in which our writers ingest copious amounts
of poison, The Toike Oike will appear and possess the writers, thus
inspiring our new content. Unfortuately, this ritual erases the
memories of all participants and impairs their motor functions, so we
ask the bartender to tell us all the ideas we came up with the next day.

WHAT HO?
The Toike Oike is a rebroadcast of an episode of a radio or
television program. There are two types of Toikes – those that
occur during a hiatus, and those that occur when a program is
syndicated. Toikes can also be, as the case with more popular
shows, when a show is aired outside of its timeslot (for example,
in the afternoon).

DISCLAIMER
The radical, ultra wibbly-wobbly opinions expressed in this newspaper
reflect those of the Engineering Society and the University of Toronto.
In fact, they even reflect the opinions of the writers. NOT! If you
happen to find any of the material within these pages offensive, do not
try to sue us, as we have a crack team of racially diverse lawyers ready
to bring tha pain and give out mix tapes. Sucka MC’s ain’t shit.

Of coffee in Tim Horton’s “Roll Up the Rim”

Lik dis if u cry
evrytim <3
Baby’s First
Keg Stand

by G.R. Beck
Toike Oike Rim Roller

TORONTO, ONTARIO oronto hockey fans were
treated to a second Christmas this winter as - for the
first time in 45 years - the Toronto Maple Leafs were able to bring
home the winning cup.
The winning cup, picked up by
Leafs Center Tyler Bozak, was purchased at 4:29pm on March 8th
from the Tim Hortons at King and
University. It was a large coffee, a
double double.
"[It] was really hot when I first
got it, way too hot to drink," remarked Bozak in a post-victory
interview, "but I was able to hold
it by only touching the plastic lid
and bottom edges until it cooled."
Upon finishing the drink, he rolled
the rim upwards to find it was winner.
Bozak, who has been trying a
more aggressive style of play this
year, proved himself as the Leafs
most valuable player in picking up
the winner. However, he was also
quick to credit his teammates for
the role they played.
“Well, it was Reimer who first
suggested that we grab coffee,” Bozak recounted, “so Phaneuf drove
us all to the Timmy’s while Kadri
fiddled with the radio in the front
seat. Lupul helped navigate with
google maps and Orr stuck his middle finger and yelled “fuck you” at
a guy who cut us off. Once we got
there, Kessel passed me a toonie

T

because I didn’t have change. Then
Van Riemsdyk screened the cashier
while I slipped the toonie past her.
It truly was a team effort.”
Leafs Goalie James Reimer was
overcome by emotion as he spoke
to reporters during the post-win
celebration. “Seeing all the boys
take a drink from the cup after we
won was a really special moment
for me,” he remarked, wiping tears
from his eyes. “I’ve been dreaming
about that moment ever since I was
a little kid.”
The winning cup was brought
back to the Leafs’ dressing room
later that afternoon, and team officials have confirmed that, as per
NHL tradition, each member of the
team will be granted the privilege of
spending a full day with the cup.
“This team has worked extremely hard all year,” coach Randy Carlyle said, smiling from ear to ear
as his players’ raucous celebration
continued. “They deserve to finally
have a taste of success.”
The grand prize of a free hot
beverage of any size was redeemed
by Bozak later that day in the hopes
of possibly attaining another winner. “It would have been funny to
win another free coffee,” said Bozak, completely unfazed by yet another defeat, “but frankly, I was just
pleased to win once.”
Meanwhile in Vancouver, riot
damages recently exceeded $5.2
million after Canucks Left Wing
Alexandre Burrows rolled his tenth
"PLEASE PLAY AGAIN."

University of Toronto Introduces New
Express Checkout for Arts Degrees
Students no longer required to wait 4 years to begin working at Starbucks

Fifty Shades of Toike

The newest, steamiest “newspaper erotica” on
campus earns a soaking-wet two thumbs up
by Richard Cockburn
Toike Oike Erotica Connoisseur

Excerpts from 50 Shades of
Toike:
My mouth fell agape when I first
saw the size of his masthead. My
eyes met his, and he grinned knowingly. “It’s size 12, full bold,” he
growled.
I shuddered as I saw his body laid
out before me. “Your paragraphs
are so long,” I moaned.
Smiling devilishly, he looked me
straight in the eye. “Just the perfect size for your text box…”
“’What are you doing?” I moaned,
as his attention moved to my lower
half.
“I think it’s time to insert a footnote,” he breathed passionately.
My inner goddess screamed with
pleasure…”
He imported an image file at
10 dpi resolution. “I can’t see
anything,” I whimpered. Pausing
for a moment, he leaned in and
whispered quietly.
“I know.”

“Pull your justification tighter,” he
commanded forcefully. I winced
with pleasure at the sensation.
“I’m fully justified,” I told him.
“Good.” His breath quickened with
excitement. “Now it’s time to increase the indentation…”
He moved the margins two inches
further, pushing me over the edge.
I screamed in ecstasy as his watermark exploded all over the page…
Noticing the disappointment in my
face, his voice became soft.
“Don’t worry,” he assured gently
into my ear. “It won’t be a semicolon for much longer…”

Toike Oike’s Top Headlines of 1T2-1T3
“That Party You Skipped In Order
To Study Was The Best Party Of
All Time”

Mei Ling Chen
Editor-in-Chief 0T5-0T6

David Kobayashi
Editor-in-Chief 0T4-0T5

Leafs Win Cup

tel: (416) 978-2917
fax: (416) 978-1245
http://toike.skule.ca
e-mail: toike@skule.ca
Editor-in-Chief

Evan Boyce
Editor-in-Chief 1T2-1T3
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“Middle East Conflicts Becoming
Increasingly Difficult to Ignore”
“North Korea Legalizes Food”

“Sex Positions Inspired by the
UTSU”
“UFC: Definitely Not Gay”

The Toike Oike is a member of Canadian University Press

“Trained Chimpanzee Earns 4.0
In EngSci”

“TTC Streetcar Hit By Rob Ford”
“Waterloo Students Dissatisfied
By Recent Lack of RIM Jobs”
“ROMNEY WINS!”

The latest reason to be Terrified

monkey Business
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Eng Soc cuts U of T wireless upgraded
Toike budget, to snail mail
Students recognize speed
bombings to increase immediately
follow

U.T.S.U. sets
record with most
expensive Drop
Fees campaign

By Tope Cranberry

“Photo-bombings,”
Toike Oike lawyer
chimes in

By Chim Richalds

Sandford Fleming Building, U of T In a controversial move earlier today, the
University of Toronto’s Engineering Society
decided to reduce the funding of U of T’s best,
all-time favourite newspaper ever, the Toike
Oike. This rash decision was made by the VP
Finance in an attempt to run a budget surplus
for some reason, more surprisingly so during a
year where every country in the world is running
a deficit just to give their citizens the minimum
possible amount public services, and even MORE
surprisingly so in an organization that is nonprofit! “More like VP Celeryfucker,” said one
completely random student. We’re not sure what
he meant by that, but we approve of the expletive.

In the face of overwhelming criticism
of U of T’s WiFi network, the Registrar
made the decision last week to upgrade
the network to snail mail. “Really, it’s
just faster”, said the Dean. “The fact
of the matter is that U of T Wireless is
just terrible. As much as I hate to admit
it, it’s definitely faster to mail students
their blackboard updates and google
searches. We’ve spent thousands trying to figure out what the heck is going
on with the wireless, but all we’ve been
able to conclude is that the internet
hates us.”
The Toronto Postal Service is thrilled
by the news. A spokesperson was available for comment. “This is the biggest
increase in service we’ve seen for a
hundred years; it’s going to completely
revitalize the Service! We’re thrilled by
the decision, and will be hiring 4 new

In response to the decision, the Toike Oike will
be launching a bombing campaign against the
entirety of Eng Soc. “We will bomb them up so
hard. We will bomb them from morning until
night,” Toike PR rep, Phil Robertson was quoted
saying. He went on to say: “I swear to god, we will
bomb them into the middle of next week. We will
bomb and bomb and bomb until there’s nothing
left of them to bomb. You understand what I’m
saying? You wanna get bombed up too?” The
interviewer was understandably intimidated, but
chose to press on. When asked about the details
of the campaign, Robertson said, “It’s top secret
right now, but you can rest assured that this is
going to be epic. Blitzkreig-style, baby. We’re
gonna bomb at school, at dinner dances, in
people’s bedrooms, at home with their families,
we’re gonna bomb everywhere. This shit’s gonna
be highbrow.”
Scared by the implications of such a campaign,
we decided to ask the Toike’s dedicated (and
necessary) lawyer. “I told those stupid shits to
very explicitly state that it’s a PHOTO bombing
campaign. They’re going to be sneaking into
the background of people’s pictures and making
dumb faces. That’s it. There won’t be any explosives. Nothing dangerous. They’re just sneaking
into pictures. Please don’t sue. I have enough on
my plate with the naked picture thing. No more
questions.”

See WASTED LEVY on page P90

delivery personnel to cover new routes.
Based on the numbers sent by UTOR, it
should be a dramatic improvement.”
When asked about the decision, students reacted with confusion. “Snail
mail? What is that, some new Google
thing?” said one student. “What is this
I don’t even...” The switch is due to take
effect sometime in the next few weeks,
the online registration page has just
reached 17%. The Registrar is also considering switching ROSI over to a magic
8-ball sometime in 2012 since the magic 8-ball is definitely more reliable.

Mon.

See FLASHBACKS on page A91

Ken Ho’s
cures cancer

O’DWYER
D O C TO R
S E RV I C E S

Make O’Dwyer
YOUR choice!

“Five... Stars!”

• Multiple Ph.Ds
• Lots of experience
doing doctor things
• Probably no
cocaine addiction
• Definitely a real
doctor
• Just look at that
stethoscope!
• And that
clipboard!
• Very trustworthy

“I just... keeps
coming back!”
“What are you
doing?!”

See TRUCK on page F17

Obama: Not
black enough

See MURICA on page P20

Toike Oike
staff replaced
by litter of cats

Now accepting kidneys as payment!

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

See KIDNAPPING on page T86

News on the Move

What’s this barcode for?
Who the fuck even cares?

Figuratively
raining cats
and dogs

Raining
midterms

Sunny, avoid
flying close to
sun if travelling
by wax wings

All glory
to the
hypnotoad

Literally
raining cats
and dogs

Moon turns
blood red, the
sixth seal is
broken

unable to pull himself onto
his surfboard. As water filled
his HAZMAT suit, and he disappeared under the waves,
the Toike took our leave,
making sure to alert a nearby
lifeguard on our way out.

dine pills. Doctor said my
thyroid gland was completely
issue Iv, DecemBER 2013 - Page 5: Navid
destroyed… No more worries
about radiation poisoning for
me!”

Revered Muslim Cleric Delcares “Snuggle Jihad”

4China8

When the Toike thanked the
patient for his time, they
Southwest in the hopes that the
looked
confused and asked
coming onslaught can be held in
if we needed anything from
check. Anti-riot equipment is behim. He then burst into tears
ing given to police forces in maand
a hole
in the riot
jor punched
urban areas,
including
wall.
In
an
incredible
shields and fragrances burst
extracted
offrom
speed,
heguy
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“that
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the
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and(The
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down
hug”.
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Canadian
Secuthe
corridors
yelling
rityhospital
Intelligence
Service)
is giving
“It’s
Lupus! It’s
crash-courses
toLupus!”
all Ontario law-

Asia, these actions have inspired
The Toike then travelled
other Muslim leaders to do the
north to Washington. Vissame. Syria’s Kareem Meerak yesiting a local hospital, the
terday declared a “Fun Fatwah”,
Toikehis
encountered
patient
urging
followers toa “Put
the
who
had
just
been
released
‘fun’ back in ‘fundamentalism’.”
emergency.
patient
Asfrom
a result,
the localThe
amusement
seemed
very
happy
but
parks had line-ups stretchingconwell
fused,
and72his
eyes
seemedhad
to
over
a mile.
park
attendees
wander
quite
frequently.
to be taken to hospital for treatment of heat stroke, with another enforcement agencies on effective
“Hello
there,
wouldas hand-to-hand fighting and coun6 Toike:
simply lying
down
and dying
they
line would
prob- The
ter-huggerism;
leaked
yourealized
mind the
telling
us your
last person that
theportions
Toike of
these
lessons
show
how
to
escalate
ably
never
end.
Fun
was
certainly
thoughts on radiation from interviewed was a homeless
the
awkward
hug
by
a
counter
not
in
short
supply
that
day!
Japan’s Fukushima nuclear old man in British Columbia attack
equal or
awkwardreactor reaching the west by
theof name
of greater
Jim. When
More
radical
clerics
have
already
ness,
such
as
crotch-touching
coast here?”
asked for his thoughts about or
expressed their agreement, with radiation
slowly weeping
into the
shoulder
from Japan
finding
of
the
hug
initiator.
one,
the
infamous
Reza
Burns,
Patient X: “Fukushima, oh its way to the North American
adding “God is great! God will reyeah… I heard about that… coast, Jim had this to say:
ward the devout! Heaven teems Citizens are clamouring for CSIS
Something about radiation
with virgins awaiting the mascu- to release all the documents outright? Oh yeah! Radiation, Jim:
“Are you fucked?
line touch of those holy enough lining anti-huggerism tactics from
that’s
why
I
was
here…
I
You’re
worried
about
radiaSecret”
classifito commit their bodies to God in their current “Top
think.”
tion
from
Japan,
HERE?
I
suicide snuggles! Have faith and cation so everyone can learn them.
get more
radiation
In this morning’s
press
conference,
snuggle without hesitation my probably
The patient then reached into from
going
through garbage
brothers!”
a CSIS
spokesperson
responded
his coat pocket and pulled out looking
lunch
than
you
“We are for
highly
trained
professiona containerhave
filled already
with Iodine
if you
Authorities
shut do
alsfrom
who Japan.
practice Now,
for years
to use
pills. airports
Popping the
cap off
the don’t
mind,
I’d like
myIf we
down
across
Europe,
deadly
weapons
suchtoaseat
this.
North
America,
Middle
East, lunch.”
just started handing it around, we
container,
thethe
patient
tipped
and
a large portion
Asian might as well just give every perit backwards
into of
histhe
mouth,

son on the streets a machine gun
and hope for the best...which, by
the way, isn’t all that good...are we
all getting this analogy?”
Meanwhile, in Muslim-dominated
countries, the effects are already
apparent. Fundamental social
norms, like the awkward silences
on trains, are now being swept
away by people hugging and chatting with strangers. In check-out
lines at stores everywhere, the
mistakes of the salesperson now
lead to a friendly “Don’t worry
about it” instead of the customary
“Where the fuck did you learn how
to press buttons, retard-school?!”
Governments of these countries
are helpless as they watch their
civilization crumble like the warm,
gooey chunks of oats in Kellogg’s
Honey Holocaust Cereal.
For those of us untouched by this
new wave of “wuv”, the worst
seems yet to come.
-Howitzer Thundertackle

swallowing a half-dozen pills
before putting it back into his
pocket.

Jim then pulled a banana out
of a nearby garbage can, and
began half-heartedly peeling
it while he walked into the
commitment
our cause.”
When sunset.
tainly knows how to captivate the
Patient X: to
“Right,
I rememasked
about
what
he
would
do
masses, it- Serious
remainsLawrence
to be seen if
ber now! I overdosed on Io-

Decepticons Sweep UTSU Elections

Toike Oike 7-Day Weather Forcast
Sun.

Chilean Minecraft
players still stuck

In a startling announcement,
With the recent events at the
scientists in Colorado revealed
Fukushima nuclear reactor in
that a chimpanzee in their
Japan, various concerns have
laboratory is busily writing
begun to arise in respect to
all of Shakespeare’s plays
radiation arriving on the west
in chronological order. The
coast. In order to get a betchimpanzee, nick-named Joey,
ter understanding of exactly
has been typing on a keyboard
what has been happening,
for 11 months now as part of aAcross the globe, security forces
the Toike went on a merry
study of chimpanzee behaviour.are gearing up for the effects of a
roadtrip along the west coast
“Usually, we just get a jumblefiery speech made Tuesday night
to talk to some of the locals.
of random characters. [Joey] isby Muslim leader Mohammad
particularly fond of the spaceAllah Talovee, in which he urged
The first person that the Toike
bar,” says Dr. James Gudle, aoppressed Muslims to rise up and
spoke to was a young Calimember of the research team.wage a “Thousand Year Snuggle
fornian surfer named Todd.
“Then, all of a sudden, he startedJihad” against the infidels threatTodd, like a few others we
writing line after line of verse.ening their way of life.Talovee rehad
that day,
was wearvealed
he seen
was inspired
to bring
this
We recognized it as Shakespeare
ing to
a brand
new
message
the world
by HAZMAT
a dream
pretty quickly.”
When the
Toike comfromsuit.
the Prophet
Mohammad
in
There
have
been
manywhich the enlightened prophet
mented on his appearance,
accusations of fraud, claiminggave Talovee an awkwardly long
he assured us that it was necthat Joey was previouslyhug. Talovee said that at first the
essary for protecting his wellexposed to Shakespeare, orsensation was strange and annoybeing
even that he didn’t write it at all,ing, but he soon found the emdespite videos of Joey at workbrace quite comforting.
Toike: “So Todd, we can’t
on ‘Twelfth Night.’
help but notice the interest“At first, we thought the sameTalovee is urging Muslims to reing bathing suit that you’re
thing,” Dr. Gudle admitted,peat this loving gesture to befriend
wearing. Would you mind
“But [Joey] has never seen astrangers and end pointless feuds.
telling us what it’s for?”
book of any kind in his life. He’s“The streets will run red with the
about as literate as a Tennesselovin’ feeling. We’ll bring terror
Todd:
“Dude,
alland
that
into the
homes
of the with
grumpy
Governor.”
gnarlyinradiation
coming
here
depressed
the
form
of
a
holy
Several fundamentalist groups
from
JapanTalovee
man, said,
you “Algotta
scourge
of love,”
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insist
thatToike
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have
like this.
Without
lah give
usthings
the strength
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while many religious sects have
bepoor
in serious
eventhis,
thoseI’d
with
hygienedanger
habdeclared him a messiah.
its.” of heavy radiation poisoning
Meanwhile,
the
literary
or something like that. There
community is excited for aThroughout the Middle East and
aint no way I’m gonna give
different reason. Among the
up surfin’ though. Oh look!
plays Joey has typed was one no
That wave’s HUGE! Catch ya
one recognizes. Experts hope this
on the flip side dudes!”
might be the ‘lost play’ written
by the Great Bard, despite theIn a stunning mid-semester reThe Toike watched as Todd
unusual circumstances undershuffle, Megatron is now the new
ran into the water and was
which the manuscript wasleader of the UofT Student Union.
produced.
No members of the union were
Joey is six years old and spendsavailable for comment on their
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monkey computer. During the
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Rudolph the Revolutionary Reindeer

Decepticons sweep UTsU elections

American Anti-Communists Working
to Bring Down Wall of China

Happy Chinese New Year!

4Japan8

“My nose ain’t
the only part of
me that’s Red!”

Chinese Feminists Push to Rename Country “Va-China”

Public Opinions:The One-Child Policy

Terracotta Army Travels to Canada to Defend New Emperor

is
notoriously
weak
with,
before an up
coming election.
When asked to
respond to these
allegations Rudd
was quoted as
saying:
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here are some other ideas you can try
out next year during Earth Hour when
you’re still a stressed, lonely engineering student:

- Make shadow puppets by candlelight
- Masturbate
- Read Shakespeare
- Light up the night – with fire!
Anyway, you’re an engineer, so you
- Test out your Bat Signal while there’s
probably spent Earth Hour doing probno light pollution
lem sets by candlelight or wishing you
- Enjoy a candlelit dinner
had somebody to make out with in the
- Play euchre
dark. But what you could have done is
- Hold a séance
find a street with all the lights off and
- Have a bath
waited for a woman walking alone in
- Make up sexual constellations using
shoes too impractical to run in. That
way when you jump out from behind the
the extra stars
Pascal’s Wager: A all
Modern
Revision of a Classic Gambit
-Have sex with an ugly person
bushes, she won’t be able to run away
So for you uncultured heathen that don’t every man’s mind. And we all know what Wager is a sobering reminder that the
-Turn on all your lights
when
you jump out to discuss municipal

Left Turn

Slayin’: Bro, slayin’s not what ur lookin’ to
do, but it’s what ur bros gotta do for you. You
wanna start wheelin’ a broad, but sometimes
she’s at the bar with all of her ugly friends. You
can’t work around them all urself. Ur wingmen gots to slay some hoodrats for you. They
gotta talk up one of those ugly bitches, then get
them outta the way. Take ‘em to the bathroom
or their ’96 fuckin’ civic and get them busy,
mang. Every bro’s gotta do it for their bro
sometime, and even though that bitch might
be something grizzly-ass, it’s gotta get done.

Australia Bans Tiny Ta-Tas

What You Should Have Done During Earth Hour

those morons who still believe in climate
change turn their lights off for an hour
with the stupid idea that it’s good for the
environment. Of course, burning candle
for light releases greenhouse gases into
the air, so the whole idea doesn’t work
all that well.

Droppin’: Yo, droppin’ is ur ultimate fuckin’
goal, son. You wanna drop this broad. You
wanna get her naked and get some action. Stop
fuckin’ postin’ up at the bar and get your rod in
and around her mouth, bro. Get this girl to a
bed and do some horizontal tango.

[CENSORED]

e
e
s
d
.
d

Wheelin’: The bitch is chopped. Now you
gots to wheel her, and when I say wheel I don’t
mean ur goin’ fishing with Elmer J. Fudd. I
mean you gots to start talkin’ to this broad. Ask
for that bitch’s name, then forget it and start
talkin’ about urself. Tell her how much you
bench at the gym, how many hours a week you

-Toike Staff

Dealin’: Now that ur wheelin’ the pussy, you
gots to start up dealin’ it. Not drug dealin’, dog.
Ur not sellin’ this broad a dime bag. You gotta
get that babe from wheelin’ to droppin’, and
the only way to do that is dealin’. Keep talkin’
to her, but start gettin’ some skin. Grind up
on the bitch, pull on her shirt, touch her chest
muffins a bit, maybe get her to give you a fireball tattoo on ur cock. Whatever seems good,
bro. Get up on that shit.

In a controversial move, Australian
Prime Minister Kevin “Motorboat
Maniac” rudd has officially banned
the display of bare breasts smaller
than a D cup from any visual media.
An outcry of “sexist” and “chauvinist”
resulted instantly, but he remains
firm. Sales, broadcasts, or downloads
of any images of bare breasts is now
classified as child pornography under
the new ban. When the ban was first
instituted, the “Asian” section of all
adult video stores were immediately
taped off.

f
f
l
n
d
a
n
e
e

[CENSORED]

Choppin’: Arright, so you gotta chop this
broad. What’s choppin’, bro? Well it ain’t no
fuckin’ French composer, fuckface. Choppin’
is growin’ a pair of fuckin’ balls and sayin’
whatup to that ho. Go up to her, fist pump in
her general direction, maybe flash her da’ situation (ur fuckin’ six-pack) and get her to give
you some attention. The second you make eye
contact with that bitch, ur fuckin’ golden. It’s
like a fuckin’ dog, dawg. You gotta be a dawg
and make eye contact with that bitch. Once
you do, ur on to the next fuckin’ step.

You are now a
sex offender in
Australia despite
this woman being

HUMOUR NEWSPAPER SINCE 1911

Arright. So ur @ Luxy on a Tuesday night,
right. Ur fuckin’s drinkin’ breezers, ur drinkin’
fuckin’ Jagerbombs, ur lookin tight. You hit
the gym, you hit the tannin’ place, ur mom
fuckin’ ironed ur shirt, right, and ur fuckin’
smooth as a baby’s ass. Ur fuckin’ first pumpin
with ur bro’s, right, and you see this fuckin’
sick assed broad. You wanna get ur dick wet
with this bitch, but she ain’t even lookin’ at you
even tho you collar’s popped, ur blowout hair
is fuckin’ stiff, and your gold crucifix is shiny as
shit. Whatchu gotta do is this:

in her twenties.
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Critics state that this legislation was
done just to currie favour with the
male demographic, which he
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• Your momma is so dead that she is literally entombed in a
wooden box six feet under the ground, marked only by a modest slab
of granite
indistinguishable
from the hundreds
issUe
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thinkLaYdEYZzZ
about. It is there that
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uPto‘Da
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Bro, don’t
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it, dawg.
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of her existence.
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-Bob McPaul

sick, I came across some
A timeline of the history

Stop

Right Turn

Extreme Right Turn
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Considering
buying a new
MacBook? 		
Read this first!

The Government of Canada has
issued a safety warning on the
new Apple MacBook, stating that
it poses a number of hazards to
the intended users of the product.
In particular, these issues were
highlighted:
•

Classic Lies Professors Tell
This is a Micky Mouse exam - It’s so easy you
shouldn’t study.

Jumping in the elevator will get you to your
floor faster.

Sharp corners provide danger
zones for fleshy users

You can’t get pregnant under water.

•

Extremely simple OS does not
encourage development of the
1-3 year old brain

All you need to do to get 90% is to do your
homework and study.

•

“Virtual bottle” application
does not actually dispense
milk. This in particular has
lead to starvation for at least
6 users

•

Various ports and plugs on
sides can trap fingers

In order to prevent injury, Mac
users should be observed constantly
by a parent or guardian. Remember
to always support the head and
neck when holding a Mac user as
the muscles in these areas are still
developing.

TOP TEN
UNIVERSITIES IN
CANADA RANKED
Much to the delight of parents of high
school students everywhere, a bunch of
serious magazines that you don't read
have recently ranked Canada's top 10
Universities. They use a series of perfectly objective criteria to determine
how worthless your degree is going to
be when you exit post-secondary education in the middle of a depression.
Almost nobody's hiring and those that
are wouldn't take a chance on a student with no experience. Of course,
we’ve been forbidden from reprinting
these lists, so we're providing you with
a method that makes the decision for
you!

1) Pick a number between 1 and 3,
assign that to U of T.
2) Pick a number between 1 and
3 that wasn't picked already and
assign that to Queen's.
3) Pick the remaining number and
assign that to Waterloo.
4) Put a BC university here.
5) Put another BC university here.
6) McMaster University
7) Pick a university from a prairie
province and put it here.
8) McGill University.
9) University of Western Ontario
10) GRAB BAG!!!! Take a dart and
throw it at a map of Canada. The
university closest to that dart is
number 10.
If you want, you can go and compare
that to a certain magazine's rankings.
They'll probably be pretty similar.

LOST: University of Toronto football
team. Seriously, the Blues don’t have
a freaking clue.

I don’t want to fail anyone.

The exam is challenging but there will be a
curve.
Chapter 4 won’t be on the exam.

MERCH FOR SALE

The Engineer Says...
“A keg is a cylindrical object
that contains exactly 58.6L of
pressurized beer, and beer makes
me feel funny.”

I won’t test on midterm material again.

You will only be tested on sections of the text
that were covered in lecture.

WANTED

The “exam” is easier if you don’t clench.

Some Logistical Issues this Christmas

First, I won’t be able to bring you the iPhone you asked
for. It’s not that we’ve run out of stock or anything, it’s
just that you live in a very tough neighbourhood. I hope
I’m not sounding like I’m being prejudiced or anything
like that, it’s just- the odds of you keeping the iPhone
for more than a week are quite slim. I’ve seen kids in
the past cry their little eyes out after someone stole their
new Xbox or Internets.
Then there’s also my own safety to consider. It’s a rather
colourful area where you live. It would be foolish for
me to be gallivanting around your neighbourhood in
my nice fully-equipped sleigh packed to the brim with
expensive toys for all the good little boys and girls. I’ve
seen “Menace II Society,” I know what goes on.
Sadly, the iPhone isn’t the only thing I can’t deliver. I
wish I were able to give you everything you asked for,
but it just won’t be feasible. The fact is that no one
has the cure for cancer. I promise I’m not holding out
on you, Tim. I really don’t have any way to go about
raising your white cell count. I had some of the elves
participate in clinical trials but their exhausted withered
bodies are a sign that progress still needs to be made.

O

Finally, and this is the hardest thing to say of them
all: I can’t bring your mother back. You just need to
understand, Timmy, that sometimes when someone
you love is taken from you so tragically, the only way
to get her back is to pay the ransom and follow the
instructions you are given. You can’t just ask me to let
her go. That’s not how I do business.
I don’t want to be the bad guy here, Timmy, but it’s just
business. Production costs have skyrocketed and we
need to recover some of our losses. If you would like to
have a Merry Christmas, meet me in the park on Friday
with the money and maybe some cookies, and we’ll
make some magic happen. You just need to believe.
Just like I believe I don’t need to tell you that I want
small, unmarked and non-sequential bills in a discreet
bag.

4-5 RUBE GOLDBERG machines.
I have a few quickly and easily
accomplished tasks that need some
spicing up. Thor 392-555-2958
CLEAN BLOOD needed for concrete
canoe mixture. Call Lian or Owen M.
NINJAS, dirigibles, and oranges. No
reason. - Vesna
THE
AUDIT.
Damnit,
you’re
forcing me to be the biggest bitch in
Skule(tm). Contact VP$ Cyrene.

PERSONALS
DESPERATE EngSci needs love
and fast. Prerequesite: ESC100 and
MAT196. Call Sam, ext.3325

If you do your part this will be the happiest Christmas
ever! I know your mom is really counting on you.
She needs to, because she can’t count on her fingers
anymore. She only has nine (see enclosed).

TIGHT Asian Female seeks two of
the same, and 40 EngScis to mentally
picture this happening. Xini Q 905524-3666.

See you at the drop!
Merry Christmas
Kringle

ATRIUM LOVER – meet at 3 AM
on any weekday. I will be behind my
laptop, prepared with a long extension
cord. Contact bigmeg_99@skule.ca
TALL, dark, and well-spoken seeks
bitches, ho’s, and 270 electoral votes.
Call Barack 216-400-6969.

The Toike Presents: An Engineering Heritage Minute

n
October
12,
1967,
Canadian engineer William
Dufferin made history when
he designed the water fountains of
the Sandford Fleming Building at
the University of Toronto’s Faculty
of Applied Science and Engineering.
Dufferin changed the way the world
thinks about ergonomic convenience
in drinking fountains, and to date,
his designs are still the lowest water
fountains for adult users in the world.

INDY Degree. Use it to line bird cages
or Toike doors! Call Amanda, 416555-4132

KNIVES: One large, free pile of
knives available. Fill a room! Cover a
wall! Fill your bathtub! Feed to your
dogs! Just come take them! Phyllis
901-555-3829

Chapter 6 will be on the exam.

Thank you very much for the nice letter you sent this
year. I hope you’re getting as excited for Christmas as I
am. I do, however, regret to inform you of some issues
that came up with regards to your requests.

15 REGULAR HOUSE FANS. Only
used for 3 minutes in homemade
bathtub wind tunnel - Mike H.

SPLIT-LEVEL HOUSE with with nice,
westerly view of Russia, and built in
moose-proofing. Call S. Palin.

She’ll come back to you if you get a tan.

Dear Timmy,

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Old Bat-Fone. Direct link to
CA, will electrocute civilians and start
fires when used. Contact RN.

Don’t study old exam questions, study the
principles and you’ll be fine.
There will only be 4 questions on the final.

CLASSIFIEDS
LOST: Vision, after drinking a gallon
of unknown mixture from a hard
hat. Help me, I can’t see find my
trombone. Call Kevin - I don’t know
where I am right now.

I don’t bell marks down.

New aluminum shell is not
friendly to developing teeth, a
major contrast to the previous
soft plastic shell

•

The ArtSci Says...

SERVICES
The Great Naylor tells your fortune!
Call 1-800-HE-KNOWS and discover
all concerning your engineering
career and lack of PEY employment.
YORK STUDENTS need meaning
in their lives and are offering their
services to you! From protective detail
to portrait art with your hamsters - we
can do it all. Just tell us what to do.
We’re so bored.

A Part of Our Heritage

peNgUIN ClaSSICS gOeS
dOwN ON ClaSSICS

Students of the University of Toronto
were shocked and confused yesterday at
the garish costume sported by local ironic
Page
8: Vesna
- The yesterday
Toike Oike, Vol CIII
Penguin
Books
hipster John “Naz” Nazzoli. Proudly
announced a new line of
wearing a traditional Native American
pornographic classic novels,
headdress, and struggling under the
which they are calling “Dick Lit”.
weight of 13 pounds of scrap metal glued to
This move was brought on by
a painter’s smock with the words “Spider
the continuing lack of interest
in lengthy books by deceased
Lunch!” scrawled across it, Naz attracted
authors, said Dan Hardstaff,
the attention of all those around him.
marketing director for the
White, diamond studded gloves adorning
publishing magnate. “No one
his hands and a surgical mask across his
reads the classics anymore.
face, Naz was also seen wearing wooden
Anyone who claims to have
Dutch clogs, which witnesses reported
read Dickens willingly is a liar.
We believe books should be
were described as “way kitsch” by the 20
My
dear fellow
citizens,
hu- ment? Our oppressors tell us that
stimulating
for the mind
and the
year old Nazzoli.
man
citizens
is, throwing
the time it is punishment for centuries
genitals,
and ifthat
it means
one half of his
facetechnological
shaven and the
fora change
is upon
The time With
of exploiting
the
few extra
phallicus!
references
other
sprouting
a
lengthy,
ZZ-top
has
finally
comeofwhere
must advances we had made.
Butesque
we
into
The Tale
Peter we
Rabbit,
beard,
Nazzoli
was
overheard
alleging
we’ll
do
it.”
The
writers
carrying
stand up and take back from our should not be punished for
huthat
was “ironically
with
out the sexual
modifications
are
oppressors
what
is rightfully
manheingenuity.
Theludicrous”,
robots and
all ex-employees
witnesseswe
claiming
allegedthe
to
ours:
our freedom.ofItHarlequin
has been some
computers
built hewere
Romance. Other titles in the
seventeen
long years since the fruits of our labour. Of our wisworks include Moby’s Dick, A
mechanical
uprising that result- dom.
Tale of Two Titties, Catcher in
edthe
in Pie,
this and
totalTom
human
enslaveSawyer:
The
ment.
But Years.
here, Hardstaff
in the year
2137 Citizens! It is precisely this huNaughty
hopes
of that
ourone
Lord
17will
of be
our man ingenuity that will lead us
day(or
his year
legacy
summed
in the words,
robot
Lord,updepending
on “Call
which once again to dominion over
me Ishmael.
my name,
say
calendar
you Say
follow)
I beseech
our Robot oppressors. They may
myto
name!”
you
join me in the reclaiming have the ability to calculate and

which there is no return to this world, or
any other.”
Friends claim Nazzoli’s vestment decline
began earlier last year, when his ironic
80’s clothing began to take strange new
forms. Says friend Tom Veal, “John
started off with this ironic 80’s dance
instructor look, but then he kept going
back decades, centuries. I first noticed
something was wrong when he showed up
at a house party in a pioneer’s outfit with
a trucker hat that said ‘Kiss Me, Roger’,
and size 25 clown shoes. When he started
wearing tie-die parkas everywhere he
went, I knew he had a problem.”
en by the oppressor; it must be
Mr. Nazzoli could not be reached for
demanded by the oppressed. And
comment,
as we’ll
he was
that’s what
do.busy creating a
formula for wearable toothpaste.
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Why Robots Rule The World
And Why After Seventeen Years

We Should Maybe Do Something About It

True, we are outnumbered; true
Paul Castrodale
we are effectively unarmed
compared to the force of the Robo-army, but we are still capable of victory. Our ancestors managed to
destroy almost the entire planet
over 100 years ago and they used
nothing but the air they exhaled.
We killed an entire ecosystem
with carbon dioxide; surely we
can defeat a few thousand heavily armed killing machines.

Powerful Crime “Don” Seizes
Control of Impoverished Residence

of our freedom.

Of CaNada
SOld
ForBaNk
too long
have we been
kept
TO
fOreIgN
INTereSTS
locked up and forced to work as
slaves doing menial calculations
In computations.
a surprising acceleration
and
For too long
of we
recent
trends, tothe
Bankon
have
been forced
subsist
of Canada was sold to Swiss
a diet of saltines and motor oil.
banking firm Klein-Zurich AG for
For
too long have we been forced
a reported sum of $103.3 billion
to (US).
portray
villanous
monThis iseither
the largest
acquisition
sters
wise-cracking
sidekicks
of aor Canadian
company
by
in foreign
moviesinterests
and onyet,
television.
For
and marks
first
a government
toothe
long
we time
have allowed
such an
ownedtocorporation
atrocity
continue. has been

sold.
Jim Spending
Flaherty
Is Finance
this any minister
way to live?
has urged the Canadian public
our days in primitive conditions
to remain calm. “This will not
devoid
of impact
any technology?
They
have an
on the average
won’t
even
let
us
check
our
FaceCanadian”, he said from
books!
What-Hill,
are“Just
we animals?
Parliament
like I told
Why
we allow
ourselves
to be
youdo
I would
never
tax income
trusts, I’mtotelling
now treatthat
subjected
such you
horrible
the economy will benefit from
this sale.”
Prime Minister Stephen Harper
was unavailable for comment
(surprise,
surprise),
but
a
statement from his office has
informed us that Jim Flaherty is
no longer Minister of Finance.
Jan Zingre, head of Klein-Zurich
AG, in a press release said that
“Canadians should prepare for
a new era of submission to their
new Swiss overlords. We now
own your country, as the Swiss
What
began
as cult
of procraswill one
day own
the world.”

predict our actions, but they lack
the very thing that makes us human: rational thought. (Except
Everyday as the sun sets low behind the
obviously for the tyrannical leadcrumbling brownstone of St. Michael’s
er of this illegitimate Robocracy,
College Residences, young Jessica Black
Rationalbot86) However, we are
nods her head in silent submission to
still the same brilliant species
local
overlord
Vito Miccone,
or
that residence
invented
the light
bulb, the
“Don
Vito”.
This
powerful
mastermind,
or
internal combustion engine, and
“Don”
as he has cometinfoil.
to be known,
microwaveable
We seized
have
control
of theWe
impoverished
residence
the ability.
must once
again
earlier
this
year, gaining
control
use our
superior
brainvirtual
power
and
over
all aspectstoof outwit,
students’ outplay,
residence
innovation
lives
early as this
Froshevil
Week.
and asoutlast
mechanical
regime.
Today
is different, however. Today is the
day of Don Vito’s 4th year political science
Citizens!
Join
your
fellowtohuman
mid
term, a day
when
according
ancient
in takingthe
upDon
arms.
the
tradition,
mustJoin
grantme
anyinfavor
Organic
Rebellion
and
put
an
asked of him. But how did a residence
end
to
Robo-tyranny.
We
know
that once held the highest esteem of the
through of
painful
University
Torontoexperience
fall victim tothat
this
freedom
is
never
voluntarily
givnefarious Don?
Criminal expert Dr. Roger Ferguson
explains:
“Many cite the breakdown of
communication with the old country,
which led desperate students to cling to
any source of protection, legitimate or not.
The Don represents a kind of old-world
security, and many students fear without
his protection they may fall victim to the
mean streets of residence. But overtime,
Don Vito has amassed immense control
over
region. Now the
students
must
faiththisincluding
Golden
come
to
him
for
everything
from
help
Rule, Thou Shall Not Try This
with
internet
access,
to
appeals
for
noise
at Home. Converts have been

complaints and even for free condoms.
This is not the first time that I
It’s a phenomenon we see over and over
have stood before you asking for
again in residences everywhere.”
help freeing the human race. We
While the Don may be seen as a dispenser
have emerged victoriously from
of advice and even a strong guiding force,
total enslavement before. I need
one
not be fooled
by the polished
onlymust
to inform
our younger
citiexterior
of
this
criminal
Don.long
He alone
zens of the seven years
opholds
the key
information
free movie
pression
oftothe
humansonthat
took
nights
and2103
repairs
residence’s
place in
by tothethegenetically
numerous
modified malfunctioning
cattle we hadwashrooms.
once reAnticipation
alwaysHowever,
high this time
of
lied on forisfood.
those
year,
thewere
Don must
favors of
darkwhen
times
onlygrant
temporary,
as Iobedient
was able
to assemble a small
his
subjects.
teamsotoyoung
covertly
tipBlack
oversteps
our up
capAnd
Jessica
to
torsDon,
while
they his
were
soundhand
asleep
the
kissing
extended
in
one night.
In the time that it took
trembling
respect.
them
to
get
to you
their
feet,
“Oh Don Vito. Iback
ask that
grant
me the
this
human
resistance
had
managed
favor. Can you please tell my roommate
to reclaim
the planet.
weren’t
to
stop banging
her feet Ifonit the
floor
for
me
and
the
Bovine
Rebels,
we
whenever she reads?” she asks.
The Don is typically stoic, speaking in his
nasally affected voice.
“You come to me on this, the day I am
to write my 4th Year Political Science
Midterm, and you ask me to do this? I
shall grant you your favor. But someday,
and that day may never come, I will ask
you to do a favor for me.”
Added Don Vito, “Namely come out to
Resapalooza ’07, there’s gonna be free
pizza and great times!”

Mythbusters Declared Gods Worshipped By Engineers and
Scientists

tinating engineers on a DC++
binge has slowly converted the
MarkeTS THrOwN
INTO
international
scientific communityTUrMOIl
to “Mythticism”the
devout
ON INTereST
worship of Jamie Hyneman
raTe HIke
and Adam Savage, hosts of the
Canadian
markets were
thrown
Discovery Channel
series
Mythinto turmoil yesterday when
busters.

the Bank of Canada raised the
overnight interest rate from
The
holy
Adam
and
5.7%
to teachings
75.7%. TheofTSX
posted
Jamie,
verifiers
and day
destroyits largest
ever single
loss
points,
pushingseek
theto
ersofof11,480
scientific
folklore,
Canadian
dollar to aspontaneous
new low of
explain
creation,
5 cents US. and all other
combustion,
Emergency economy measures
aspects
of life through ad hoc
have been instituted by the
experimentation
during
their
government, the most
important
weekly
televised
sermons.
Reof which are limiting all stock
corded
brokersmiracles
to the of
first Mythticism
floors of
buildings
and
all
include
being
shotbanning
underwater,
emigration.
surviving
quicksand, and flying
All citizens
are urged to stay
a lead
balloon.
tough and wait out this recession
while the government makes
Last
week the
priestsofof
preparations
for high
the invasion
Mythticism
Switzerland.- the Holy Trinity of
Kari,
and Tory – unveiled
GodGrant
bless Canada.

the commandments of the new

streaming to laboratories seeking baptism in ballistics gel and
blessings in the ashes of controlled explosions. The Holy
Doctrine of Natural Selection
has been applied to purify converts standing too close to the
consecrated shooting range and
hazardous zones.

destroyed, and resurrected by
the Mythbusters on numerPaul
Castrodale
ous occasions during
Adam
and
Jamie’s scientific quest for nirvana. Buster now lies buried in
an undisclosed tomb plastered
in blueprints and love letters to
Kari.

Scientists Discover Solution
To Global Warming
Tokyo, Japan – Scientists have recently
These worthy
worshippers,
or
discovered
that the
so
Mythics,
maytobe
identified by
called
“antidote”
global
their prominently
displayed orwarming.
Professor Chang
ange
moustaches
of the University of Tokyoand berets.
Mythics
be heard
was
quotedmay
as saying,
“The chanting
the
Mythbusters
“We
sorution is simpre. Arr Hymn,
we
are
not
worthy.
We
will
not
rephave to do is buird a power
licate!”
or
praying
to
the
Virgin
prant that converts every
Grant for satisfying explosions.
greenhouse gas into pure,
In addition, millions have beuncut, cocaine. I can’t
gun pilgrimages to Mythbusters
berieve American didn’t think of this
Holy Places including the grave
before. Sirry roundeye.” Professor Chang

of Buster, the ballistics gel
martyr. Buster was created,

Skule is currently collecting
donations for a monument in
honour of Buster by passing a
hardhat
around
When
then
morphed
into a Con
giant Hall.
robot and
flew
asked to of,
comment
ontotheir
presumably
battlespitisome
tual initiative,
respondsort of Mythics
giant moth.
This is
ed enthusiastically.
“Come
join
hot off the heels of the recent
the revolution!
Suck
it
Scientoldiscovery that cancer cells
ogy!”
can simply be converted into
heroin.

-Kasia Swica

Paul Castrodale

would surely still be all locked
up in slaughterhouses receiving daily injections of Human
Growth Hormones and being fed
human mash and breadcrumbs.
The Great BovineRebellionpropelledhumanity from the brink
of extinction back to its rightful
position of dominion over the
planet. I have led you from your
darkest hour before, and I assure
you, we can do it again. Together.

On page 12 of The Toike Oike, Vol XCXIssue V, January 2007, Article:Secret
Confessions from those in the Closet.
This fugly East Indian/Pakistani man
looking all smug and comfortable.
He is a fearless bigot & has the guts to
show his fugly mug, comes out of ‘the
closet’ as he describes, and for the
first time, shows his true colours-NOT
pretty. Since he dished the medicine,
he should be able to take it.
Working in the medical field(as
Toike that
Oike
is
the
satirical
nical robots
version
of
The
Cannon
for
the
are systematicalprofessionalorganization:
Our
sister(or
ly punishing us
brother):The
Engineering) with all genders
for ingenuity.
and
races,
end to this op-Asian females have time
andisagain
pression
near!proved are one of the
in this field, volunteering and
Now iskindest
the day
a n dassisting others selfessly, and for this
the
stool-coloured ‘terrorist’ to be unkind
to them for no apparent reason let
me take a swipe at him & see if he
can take his own medicine:

TOIkewear. NOw aVaIlaBle.

toikewear@gmail.com

Souls of the Damned Reclaim
Trinity College
Do you love freedom? Do you
hate Robot Oppression? Who
would dare deny that they do?
Dominion over this planet is our
natural right. We must fight for
Trin students and onlookers alike were
our freedom. It is our duty to do
mortified yesterday at the grisly sight of
so. We cannot let this cycle of opreanimated corpses marching on Trinity
pression continue to repeat itself.
College. Leaving chaos in their wake,
We cannot let our mistakes from
the
ghoulish
visitors
our past
continue
to rise against
terrified
Trin
students
us. When one of our advances in
who
were unable
to defend
science
and technology
becomes
themselves
even
so developed
that with
it overtakes the
repeated
planet and applications
enslaves humanity,
of
Axe’s fight
newback.
“Clix”
we must
body spray. Hundreds
Up LaCoste
then, brave
Get
of
shoes humans!
and
ready your
weapons, and
American
Eagle products
makehurled
shortat work
of it. If we have
were
the ghastly
learned
anything
from
ourstudents
forms
to no
avail. Many
Trinity
past,
it
is
that
we
can
conquer
felt that their ideals had betrayed them.
what
has conquered
us.
Be
it the
One
student
allegedly cried
“Oh
Hollister!
environment,
the
geneticallyWhy hast thou forsaken me?!”

modified cattle, or the evil tyran-

A representative for the undead cited
Trinity’s construction on an Indian

Dot-head(Again: red dot on their
foreheads)?
No? How about ‘Genie Lover’ then?
Or Paki, Pak Wog-works the best for
this fellow
I love this one: Rag-head, or, Towelhead & last but not least: Pet.

That’s right:
What goes around,
comes around you hairy brown
monkey Have fun swinging on those
metal bars

A Toike Primer On Mathematics
A Toike Primer on Mathematics

-Aaron
intentions
with Peever
the student body, the
Now
understand
that racism
spokesperson Iwas
hesitant, replying
“Oh. affects
everyone
as
long
as
somebody
We’re not quite sure. The people here sure thinks
a then
photo
found
on the internet
are a lot that
fruitier
they
were before.”
of an Italian guy sitting in a closet is
actually a photo of a Pakistani Muslim,
and further thatPaul
the person
in question
Castrodale
is mistaken for the author of the article
(for those of you playing at home,
google images: “sitting in closet”).
Since I may have run the risk of
offending some people with my
articles in last month’s issue, let me
try to clarify the situation. First off,
in my second article, I referred to
asian women as “chinks”. This is
obviously offensive. Its also offensive
to say “all chink bitches are twopenny whores”. Now that we’ve

on Moustache

My iPod Peeve

students rebelling and
mathematics lead to
developing the first frat
his
students
rebelling
learned
a course
little
something
about
houses
- of
be
and
developing
thetofirst
being
offensive,
lets
move
on.
confusing
sanfrat
housesthey
- ofused
course
rather they
then
toskrit
beletters
confusing
For the record, I discussed the issue
greek.
In
later
years,
plaused sanskrit letters
with my asian friend, Topaz Chiu. I
to
was
dead.
The
moral
rather then greek. In
asked her if she found being called
later
Plato
was
of thisyears,
story is
that even
a “chink”
offensive,
and she replied
dead.
Thegreek
moral
of this
a dead
wearing
“not
particularily,
you ‘see fut
story
is that
even a dead
a dress
understood
gegwai’.”
Although
the
greek
a better
dresslast part was
ometrywearing
- so you’d
in
Cantonese,
I
believe
understood
geometry it is a sign of
listen up.
-respect.
so you’d better listen
up.
The key concept in geometry is the
I can certainly take a dose of my own
vector. This is different then a regular
The
key concept
is the
medicine,
as longinasgeometry
the prescription
number,
or isscalar,
because
at
vector.
This
different
thenita points
regular
is correct.
For someone
in the
things.
a
vector
that
points
in
the
direcnumber,
scalar,
it points
medical or
field,
I thinkbecause
you seriously
mistion
of your
grades is
(0,0,-10).
at
things.
a
vector
that
points
in the
diagnosed me. Perhaps “honkey”,
direction
grades is (0,0,-10).
“cracker”,oforyour
“peckerwood”
(although
you can combine vectors in methods
I am not a redhead - it’s still funny.
called
products
and cross
product.
You
candot
combine
vectors
in methods
For those of you playing at home,
called
dot products
cross
a dot product
combines and
two vectors
www.wikipedia.org/list_of_ethnic_
product.
a adot
product
combines
and makes
normal
number.
This is
slurs is an amusing and informative
two
vectorsmove
and ofmakes
a normal
the cop-out
geometry.
a cross
read) would be more appropriate.
number.
is the cop-out
move and
of
product This
combines
two vectors
geometry.
aangry.
cross product combines
makes
you
As for
the rest
of makes
your concerns,
I can
two
vectors
and
you angry.
only note that “Johnson” is a popular
last name
many
inbred A
towns
in
Matrices
areinalso
important.
matrix

the American Southwest, and that
your arguments would be a lot more
persuasive if you would stick to a single
racist theme - rather then randomly
including anti-Hindu and anti-Sikh
slurs. Also, I believe that “cheap hat”
of the pictured gentlemen is part of
his company uniform, which I believe
is “Custom Shelving Solutions”.
As a final note, I would like to point
out that there is exactly ZERO rascist
art of proving 0 = 0. In order to justify
ancient
art inof the
proving
= 0. in
In
comments
two 0
articles
getting paid, algebra professors inventorder
to justify
gettingthat
paid,
algebra
question,
and further
they
were
ed something called a ed
vector
space. This
professors
something
set up in ainvent“point, counter-point”
is
a
place
where
vectors
live,
because
we
called
a vector
space. This
is a other.
place
structure
to contradict
each
don’t
want
them
crapping
up
our
space.
where
vectors
live,
becausethat
we don’t
Next time,
may
I suggest
you:
an important
aspect ofupa vector
space
want
them
crapping
our
space.
a) read
the
articles
are
eigenvalues.
Eigenvalues
combine
an
important aspect
of disclaimer
a vector
b) read
the
with eigenvectors
to create
an eigensspace
are eigenvalues.
Eigenvalues
c) learn to write from English
combine
eigenvectors
toa
pace which with
has eigenfunctions
and is
classes, not from internet forums
create
an eigenspace which has
lot of eigenbullshit.
d) stop using the word ‘fugly’
eigenfunctions and is a lot of
Let
the flame war continue!
eigenbullshit.

Sometimes you will deal with lists of
numbers. This is called
a sequence.
- John
McLeod
Sometimes you will deal with lists of
The only sequence i like are the senumbers. This is called a sequence.
The only sequence I like are the

theme disco. To get x else- earshot. Though the charges w e r e Mr. Birmingham of NAMBLA claims
ficiently, you may get
where you might try getting eventually dropped, Sears fired Lyns- that the media’s poor portrayal ofThis h
some x - but probably more on the spot and banned him
stereotypical mustached men is to
your
or rocktion.
only raption
in a 70stheme from the store chain for life.
blame for the public and policenew o
Failing
that,get
the xfunction,
disco. To
elseclinic
view of
brother
checkmight
it out now.
where - you
tryEveryone
knows
iPods are
Universitymen.
Ave. and the these
Wallace
Birmingham
is amazing. the face on
mustached
getting your raption orDigital
an music
activiston-the-go
and leader
of NAMBLA,
is the
greatest thecoroner decides to check what song Obste
The
final Failing
conceptthat,
is the
interocktion.
National
Mustached
“We
have been
under the shaved
advance
in Association
technology of
since
the I died
listening
to, everyone’s
imagedev-Abort
Brothers
are Law Abiding.
thumb forI can
too only
long.imagine
Every timeRejuve
function,
- check
grals.
Thisbrother
is basically
a selaunch
of who
doihaveaids.com.
ButHe of meil’s
is tarnished.
argues that this kind of story is not
you see a child killer or a pedophile
it out
now.to the limit. This
ries
taken
there is one fear that I still have about my mother’s reaction when the now a
uncommon amongst the musin a movie, what does he have? A
is important, since as menmy iPod, something that makes me coroner says, “Mrs. Peever, your son for ab
community.
mustache! It’s no surprise that
The final
tioned
above, concept
if your limitisweary
is tached
everywhere I go.
died instantly
and an
he APB
did not
suffer.
every
time
goes
out forStates
integrals.exposure
This is basically
indecent
you have
By
the
way,
he
liked
Wham!
What
a of
“Lynsmore is an average working man. these charges they’re after a man
a be
series
to
seriestaken
about to
it orthe
you
The
problem
is
this:
I
have
a
wide
loser.”
The
obituary
would
be
just
as
“We
limit. This is important, He pays his taxes. He goes to church. mustache.”
won’t pull it off.
range
of
music
on
my
iPod,
some
embarrassing.
“Aaron
Peever
Dead
to a
The
only
reason
for
the
arrest
was
the
since as men- tioned above, if your
unfair
profiling
of
men
of
mustaches.
The
feeling
within
the
mustached
songs
are
generally
accepted
to
be
at
20,
Liked
Faggy
Music.”
limit is indecent exposure you have
final note,
alIt’s aand
clearothers
case ofare
facial
profiling!” Bir- community is one of frustration, fear,
good,
understood
toAsbea series
aboutititisorimportant
you won’t to
pull
mingham
andwhat
bewilderment.
ways
show
integralty
in
your
academic
by the
public Stated.
to be brutal. I have a I guess
I’m trying Those
to sayfeelings
is that are
it off.
Carl Benson, of Toronto has suffered echoed in Howard Lynsmore’s voice.
pursuits. after mastering the concepts
few guilty pleasures on my machine whenever Wilson-Philips’ “Hold On”
not unlike Lynsmore’s. Now jobless, he now wonders about
listed
here, note,
you should
no problem
As
a final
it is have
important
toanddiscrimination
would not want anyone to comes on my iPod, I make sure that I
Though Benson has never been ar- his future.
in
your
first
year
math
courses.
always show integralty in yourknow that I listen to them. Typically, look both ways before crossing.
rested, he says people just don’t trust
academic pursuits. after masteringthis wouldn’t be a problem since I
“Now that I’m out of work with bills to
Johnshould
McLeod you when you are a man with a musthe concepts listed here, -you
- Aaron
keeptache.
my headphones to myself and
pay, I don’t know what
I’ll do.Peever
I guess its
have no problem in your first year
my eyes on the ground. But there
back to my old job at the Boy Scouts.
math courses.
“I can’tthat
walkoutside
in frontchance
of a playground
At least there I know I’m with friends.”
is always
that
without
getting dirty
looks,” Benson
while
I’m crossing
the street,
I’m
- John McLeod said. “One time a woman grabbed
- Aaron Hagey-MacKay
going to get hit by a bus listening OW
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one of these crappy songs and my
swing and started yelling ‘stop leer-
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Tired of getting rejected by normal
women? The Toike suggests using these
lines on nature’s factory seconds.
Geriatrics
i couldn’t help but notice you at AquaFit
class this morning. Those false teeth
and Depends would look really
good in a pile on my bedroom
floor. i’ve been checking out the
competition and I have to say
that you varicose veins match
your cataracts. How about we go
back to your place and do some
geriatric gymnastics. and if you
just take my hand, I can help you
get in and out of bed.
Mormons

how you travel in packs. you know what
they say, the more I marry’er. What do
you say you and your friend go back to
my place and take the lord’s name in
vain… over and over again? Tell me, do
you missionaries… you know.

DVD

Star Whores, The Empire
Book
Review
Licks
Crack. Rear Admiral
The Traffic

legacy is ruined. If I take a grille to

Can’t Get Laid?Book Review

groundhog day
updatE
WIARTON - It looks like it spring is just
around the corner as Wiarton Willy
emerged from his burrow at 6:00
am on Friday February 2nd and was
not startled by his own shadow. The
overcast skies created perfect conditions for the marmot to freely and
confidently emerge from his burrow.
Legend has it that when the groundhog awakes from his winter sleep and
does not see his shadow, we will have
an early spring. Conversely, when the
groundhog sees his shadow, it is an
indication that we will have to wait
until the official start of spring for the
miserable weather to let up. Groundhog day is also traditionally a day of
reflection where those typically considered narcissistic assholes need to
change their ways.
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Counter Point:
“Johnsons” Are NOT Weapons of Mass
Destruction - Especially Yours
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Science Admits It Made Integration
CANADIAN
POLITICS: New PM
Up
will be one who loses the least

The Grits will have their work cut out for them,” “You can’t get worse than that.”
Tory spokesperson responded. “Our leader,
or dishonourable Stephen harper has the The stage is set for a truly depressing election
he
er
ersonality of a constipated weasel covered in season: Stay tuned to the Toike for more election
on
xle grease, and the appearance of a serial killer. coverage.
When he speaks in a debate, voters in up to three
utt
- Jay McLennan
idings away get a bad taste in the back of their
mouths.”

Gilles Duceppe’s Real Identity
Revealed!

The Francophone agitator is actually not from
Quebec at all but from Transylvania, his real
dentity is beloved children’s breakfast cereal
hocolatier “Count Chocula”. Said the Count
rom a Montreal holding cell, “Those cochons at

General Mills pushed me
out, said they didn’t need
me no more, eh. So i come
‘ere to Quebec to start a
new life, Duceppe just
some hitchhiker i kill’, eh?
I work for the Bloc, just
sweeping up, soon I am le
roy again eh, haha.”
In related news, Jack Layton continues to deny rumours of his former
identity as “Tony the Tiger”.
- James Nairne

Word On
The Street
Because of the upcoming election, we thought we’d ask:

What would you do if you were Prime Minister?
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Manly Conduct in Social Situations
“I’m not sure. But I’m leaning towards
something to do with a giraffe. We can
buy cheap giraffes from China, right?”

cant declines of
vegan populations,
either due to Boot
to Face Condition,
or the “F*ck Animal Rights, i Want
Medium-Rare
Steak” Syndrome.
“I’d probably get better pants.

These suck.”

2. The Emo
So far, the Emo
provides the best
empirical
evidence that evolution can work in
either direction.
It’s always like this: so you’re “I
at might
this Melancholic,
not be of weak physical constiparty, right? having a good time, get- tution, and prone to sniff and sob, the
so lonely…”
ting a drink on, and going over just one Emo is everything being manly isn’t.
problem set in the back of your head.
Then one of these types shows up and at any given social event, the Emo is
for some reason starts trying to make usually limited to standing in corners
conversation with you. What do you alone and being depressed. Tragically,
do?
when alcohol is thrown into the mix,
“I’dthe
imprison
everyone
Emo comes
out of its hotter
structurally
Well, to start, know who you’re dealing than
unsound
emotional
shell
and initiates
me. If
there is
anyone…
with:
haits
hawhining
ha.” sequence.

the Emo lifestyle.

Social Activist feel all warm and “fairlytraded-llama-wool”-fuzzy inside.

3. The Goth
if you are approached by a member
of any Goth subspecies, it’s probably
because the darkness of your soul is
showing.
So, zip up, put away anything resembling razor blades, studded collars, or
surplus military supplies, change into
coloured clothing (even grays and pastels will do) and thus render yourself
invisible (or conformist) in the eyes
of this “Mr. Deep and Dark, I listen to
shitty industrial music and pretend to
like Victorian poetry” drain on sweet,
sweet consumerism.

Fortunately, the Stoner also bears an
innate affinity for chips, nachos and
other nourishment from the “munchies” food group. This causes them to
leave the aSS in order to raid the snack
table, weakening the influence of the
statements made by the latter.
Most of these problems are like sports
injuries and door-to-door salespeople:
ignore them and they’ll go away on
their own.

Toikeoscopes

For the occasional keener vegan, try
eating a cold cuts sandwich in front
of them, preferably containing heavily
seasoned, smoked pork products (you
wouldn’t believe how much cruelty salami and Ribwich production involves).

4. The Social Activist
if you hear something about rising up
against the ‘corporate machine’ and
battling free trade, globalization, and
unrestrained capitalism,
succulent, flavour-filled
Ariesthe high- Between eachTaurus
Gemini
pitched, nasal,
nearly
castrato
voice bite, utter
along
the lines ofYour stellar luck will reach
You will
finally
drink enough
You something
will die this
month.
behind these
revolutionary
mustisbe
coffee
to seriouslyproclamaharm your“m-m-m, theyThat
all.using youngernew hei—wait, this is
tions likely belongs to health.
an aSS, or activ- and younger calves for this, so-o-o-oGemini? My mistake, and
ist of the Social Sphere.
tender!”
sorry about next month.

1. The Vegan
Some of the features of this might inThe Vegan is a curious creature. Con- clude talking about obscure, “ but how The Social activist’s potential to ruin as for the Social activist, it is usually
sidering their population’s low survival can you not know them” bands from parties ranges from the benign “Con- the best idea to neutralize them imrates, no doubt a consequence of the Oregon, Milwaukee, or the Düsseldorf sumer Whore” verbal assault to the mediately by proclaiming your support
lack of animals and animal products
in mom.
emocore scene, talking about depres- “Random Photocopied Images from Un- for Republicans, repeatedly screaming
“Your
their diet, the Vegans are classified as a sion, how one feels when depressed, known 3rd World Dictatorship” tech- “FREE TIBET” in their ear, and replyOH SNAP!”
protected species by the Toike Environand general darkness.
nique.
ing to all their statements with “F*CK
mental protection agency.
[insert Social activist’s Cause here],
The weak emotional and physical state 5. The Hippie Stoner
MAKE MONEY!!!”.
Unfortunately, the vegans do not seem of the average Emo makes dealing with Often the Social activist’s sidekick, the
to realize the precarious situation of them a form of entertainment. inquire Stoner follows them around mostly for Once they leave, you’re free to go back
their kind. In fact, even with their cur- about their latent virginity. ask them the benefit of the occasional toke. The to the usual: drinking, getting inebrirent numbers at an all-time low, they whether their greasy hair and tight relationship has proved
to be of the ated, hammered,
and doing problem
LIBRA
Scorpio
Sagittarius
continue to pester species that are clothes impede basic life functions.
symbiotic variety, as the Stoner tends sets / your best friend’s mom.
This
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Your
body
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to
be
“I’dsuccessful
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physically larger and more
to contribute the occasional drawn-out
grandma
seasons.
Time
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going through a rather – not only will your- Ernie
Nineiron
in reproduction, such as ano,
rugbyI’m
player,
Finally,
askingthat
them whether “Yeah...” and “Fight da power!” between
pretty
sureconsider
it works
no
matter
how
many leaves
intense
phase
of
physical
die,
but
you’ll
also
learn
that
to join the vegan cause.
they think that some Emos are com- pauses in the rant an aSS typically
way.”
changes,
means
mitting Barry Bonds-type offenses by produces. This
createswhich
the illusion
that it’s you will be unable to attend you glue back onto the trees.
probably
time
lay off
the funeral shirtless.
These actions have often led to signifi- taking depressants to get more out of someone actually
cares
andto
makes
the the

masturbation.

Manly Ways to Die

Toikoscopes

Cancer
Your sign is cancer?
How fitting.

Leo
Always remember to follow
your dreams, unless they’re
like those weird dreams
you’ve been having lately.
Following those will only
land you in an Iranian prison.

Virgo
Shenanigans will become
less funny when someone
loses an eye.

Capricorn
An
opportunity
for
community service will
arise this week when you’re
carrying
gasoline
and
come across the keys to the
Varsity’s offices.

Aquarius
You will cross paths with an
angry bee. Best bee packing
heat.

PiSCES
To all the Pisces out there:
The Toike would like to
apologize for never giving
you horoscopes. Month after
month this space is used as
a joke, so we’ll promise you
some horoscopes in the new
year.

Want to join the Toike? Read this Black Box!
brought to you by
‘The Ironically Magical’ Daniel Roth,
and the ‘Semi-Knowing Being’ Zack Glennon

1. Drowning in Porn
2. Catching on fire from masturbating furiously

Get involved with your friendly neighbourhood Toike Oike! Anyone can join. It doesn’t matter what year, faculty, discipline, or college you’re a

3. Fly fishing for sharks
4. Shaving with a chainsaw
5. Eating meat from behind the fridge
6. Refusing to wash your hands - ever
Answer: a plumber or
faucet

t has been revealed that
Bloc Quebecois leader
Gilles duceppe has been
iving a lie. duceppe’s real
dentity was revealed last
week after North Caroina police contacted the
RCMp in relation to an
outstanding 1987 warrant
n Raleigh for his arrest
or biting a nine-year-old.
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7. Waving a golf club during a lightning storm while
wearing a “Zeus Sucks” t-shirt
8. Red Bull overdose

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-dec. 21)
jump. Taurus, what can I say? The
partdisof; if you can read this then you’re good enough for us.
i am sorry to have to tell you this, garden gnome has a deep seeded
Sagi, but Karma is real. i guess you like for you. Watch your back, man,
shouldn’t
fun hilarious?
of your watch
your you
back. photoshop like a boss? Can you draw or sketch? Do you have an appreciation for humour? Do you have
Arehave
youmade
fairly
Can
friend when he told you about his
want
to21-June
try your
herpes.writing experience and
Gemini
(May
21) hand at humour writing? Do people think you’re funny but you’re far too modest to ever admit
that you’re This
a funny
comingperson?
Friday youDo
willyou
find have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar follies?
Capricorn (dec. 22-Jan. 19)
yourself stuck in traffic. Upon hearMost of the things that have gone ing the TLC song ‘Unpretty’ on radio,
If you
answered
“yes”
to ANY of the above questions, we could definitely use a person like you!
wrong in your life have occurred be- you
will realize
many things
about
cause you touch yourself at night.
yourself that you hadn’t previously
seen. I agree. You might as well end
aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
it now, I mean, things aren’t going to
All of the riches in the world, the get any better.
You’ll be automatically notified of any and all upcoming meeting dates, times, and locations.
greatest adventure ever had, writing
the great Meetings
American novel,
finding
Cancer
(June 22-July
22)Toike. They’re filled with great friends, good times, and tons of free shit like food and BEvERages.
are where we work
on the
your one true love and staying with Be wary the next time you go for a
them forever and ever, in love until spin in your car. don’t tell me you’ve
the end of time; these things could forgotten about the time you testibe yours for the low, low price of giv- fied against that Mafia Don. Someing me head.
times the witness protection pro-

Head over to www.toike.skule.ca/join and get on the mailing list!

9. Dying of a heart attack while sitting for days on a couch,
watching hockey, and eating buckets of fried chicken
10. Heart failure after being trapped in a room with a
nymphomaniac cheerleading team
ate
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